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Abstract. We consider the existence of positive solutions of 
(1) -APu = Aff(~)|«r
 2u + ah(X)\ur
2u + f(x)\uf ~2u 
in R ^ , where A, a G R, 1 < p < N, p* = Np/(N - p), the critical Sobolev exponent, and 
1 < q < p*, q ^ p. Let A+ > 0 be the principal eigenvalue of 
(2) -.V^AíK-NчГ-г. ІПR", f 9(x)\uf>i 
with uf > 0 the associated eigenfunction. We prove that , if / R K / | « + |
p * < 0, / R N /i|u+ |
g > 
0 if 1 < q < p and / R W h\u^\
q < 0 if p < q < p*, then there exist A* > A+ and a* > 0, 
such t h a t for A 6 [A+, A*) and a 6 [0,a*), (1) has at least one positive solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the existence of positive solutions to the following problem in UN 
(1.1)A -A„u = \g(x)\u\
p-2u + ah(x)\u\"-2u + /(x)|w|p*-2u, 
where \,a 6 R, 1 < p < N, Apu = div(|Vup-
2Vu) is the p-Laplacian, p* = 
Np/(N - p), 1 < q < p*, q + p, f, g and h satisfy g+ f. 0, / ± =£ 0, h+ £ 0, and 
other conditions. The problem is closely related to the following eigenvalue problem, 
(1.2)A -Apli = Ag(a:)|u|
p-2u in RN, f g(x)\u\p > 0. 
JnN 
It is known that (1.2)A has an eigenvalue \+ > 0 associated with a positive eigen-
function u+ (see [6]). 
Equations involving critical Sobolev exponents have been studied extensively, and 
there exists a large body of literature. We refer to [5] and the references therein. 
Specifically, Swanson and Yu [12] studied (1.1)A for the case A e (0, \+) and p < q < 
p*. It is shown in [12] that if g >- 0, g e LNlp(UN), f >. 0, and h >- h0 > 0 in U
N, 
then (1.1)A has a positive solution if A € (0, A+). Noussair, Swanson and Yang [11] 
investigated the problem 
- A,nu = p(x)u
T + q(x)u1 
on an open connected smooth domain, where 2 sg m < N, m - 1 < 7 < r, and 
r + 1 = Nmj (N — m). The existence of at least one positive solution was obtained 
for both p and q nonnegative and satisfying other local conditions. More recently 
Noussair and Swanson [10] considered 
(1.3) - A u = p|u|T-2u + g|up-2u in RN, 
where 2 < 7 < r = 2N/(N - 2), and showed, under suitable assumptions, including 
nonnegativity of p and q, that (1.3) has two positive decaying solutions. The existence 
of two positive solutions of (1.1)A was studied for the case p < q < p* and / = 0 in 
[4], and for the case h(x) = 0 in [5]. Various forms of the equation 
(1.4) -Avu + a(x)\u\
p-2u = jih(x)\u\'>-2u + k(x)\uf-2u mUN 
are treated by Alves, Goncalves and Miyagaki in [1], [2] and [7], where a, h and 
k are nonnegative, 1 < q ^ p, q < p*, and fi ^ 0. The existence of nonnegative 
solutions was obtained via Mountain Pass arguments. Specifically, [1] deals with the 
case 1 < q < p, a = 0, k = 1; [2] the case 1 < q < p and (i = 1; and [7] the case 
a = 0, {$ = 1, A: = 1, and 1 < q < p*, q ^ P, P >- 2. 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the situation where A >. Aj . We 
note that, for A € (0,\f), the functional JRN (|VM|
P - Xg\u\p) is always positive 
for u ^ 0, so one can use a Mountain Pass type argument to show that ( I . I )A ha,s 
a positive solution. Assuming h > 0 in some open set in UN, one can even prove the 
existence of two positive solutions by first finding a local nonzero minimizer of the 
associated functional and then using the Mountain Pass Theorem to find a saddle 
point. This is the approach used in [1], [2] and [7]. For A ^ Xf, the situation is 
different. The problem is that in this case, the functional JRH (|Viip - \g\u\
p) is 
no longer positive definite. Even a local minimizer is difficult to find. Specifically, 
for X > Xf, JR N( |V«|
P - Xg[u.\p) will always approach -co as ||ti|| -t co in the 
direction of uf, while it can achieve positive values in other directions. For A = Xf, 
/Rw(|Vup - Xg\u\
p) will always be zero in the direction of uf. This destroys the 
Mountain Pass structure. Here we use a procedure devised by Tarantello [13] and 
further utilized in [4] and [5]. The conditions 
(1.5) / / („+)* ' < 0 , / A(uf)»>0, 
JRN JUN 
(1.6) / f(uf)"" < 0, / h{uf)" < 0, 
JR" JUN 
are essential in our presentation. Under further related local conditions on g, h and 
/ , we can prove the existence of positive solutions of (1.1)A-
Main Resul t . Assume (1.5) ifl<q<p and (1.6) ifp < q < p*. Then there 
exist A* > Xf and a* > 0, such that for any X £ [Xf, A*) and a € [0,a*), (1.1)A has 
a positive solution (see Theorems 3.8 and 4.7 for precise assumptions on f, g and h). 
In our setting, g and h are allowed more flexibility than in [1], [2] and [7], e.g., 
they may or may not change sign. But (1.5) forces / to change sign, and (1.6) forces 
both / and h to change sign. We note that here we need an additional condition 
that a is small enough. While this is the case for 1 < q < p in [1], [2] and [7], no 
such smallness restriction is postulated to ft in [7] and [12], for the case p < q < p*. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we study the geometric structure 
of certain solution manifolds of the associated functional. Section 3 provides the 
proof of the existence result for the case 1 < q < p. The case p < q < p* is discussed 
in Section 4. 
2. GEOMETRY OF THE SOLUTION MANIFOLDS FOR 1 < q < p 
We collect our basic assumptions and recall some known results. We assume 
throughout this paper that 1 < p < N, p* = Npj(N — p), I < q < p* and q^ p. We 
also assume 




(hO) h € L£C(R
N) nL®(RN), where Q = Np[Np- q(N -p)]'1. 
Let 
w(x) = max{g-(x),uj(x)} > 0, x € RN. 
Let V be the completion of Cg°(RN) with respect to the norm || • || defined by 
, V P 
\\u\\=(J\Vu\F + Jw(x)\u\F 
Here and henceforth the integrals are taken on R" unless otherwise stated. Then 
V is a uniformly convex Banach space. In this paper || • ||p will denote the usual L
p 
norm, and D1-P(RN) the completion of Co°(i 'v) with respect to the norm 
Mb=(/|v«p>) ?. 
Note that since V C D1,F(RN), a weakly convergent sequence in V is also weakly 
convergent in D1,P(UN). By Hardy's inequality, D1,P(RN) is embedded continuously 
in LP(UN,u(x)), so a strongly convergent sequence in D1,F(RN) is also strongly 
convergent in LP(RN,io(x)). 
Throughout this paper the function / is always assumed to satisfy 
(fO) / ± £ 0 and f(x) 6 L™(RN) n C(UN). 
We have (from Lemma 2.3 of [6]): 
Proposition 2.1. Assume the above conditions are satisfied. Then there exists 
a unique, simple isolated eigenvalue \f > 0, such that the eigenvalue problem (1.2)^ 
has a positive eigenfunction u+ € V associated with \+. 
Next we introduce the following functional 
(2.1) Ix(u) = - f(\Vu\
p-\9\u\n-~ jh\u\"-\ [ f\uf. 
P J 1 J P J 
152 
It is clear that the functional I\ is well defined on V. Obviously a critical point of 
I\ in V is a (weak) solution of ( l . l )v We can always assume that critical points of 
I\ are nonnegative functions since I\ is an even functional. For simplicity, we will 
assume in the sequel that a > 0, for the case a = 0 has been covered in [5]. 
Define 
J\(u) = | ( | V « r - Xg\u\"), 
Ax = {ueV:'S\(u):={I
l\(u),u) = 0} 
= lueV: J\(u) = a ( h\u\q+ ( f\uf\, 
and 
(2.2) A\={u6A\:(y'\(u),u)<0}. 
We list the following equivalent expressions of this set. 
A\ = | « 6 AA : (p - q)J\(u)< (p* - q) J f\uf } 
(2.3) =^ueA\:(p*-p)Jx(u)>a(p*-q)Jh\u\^ 
= {ueA\:a(p-q)Jh\u\*<(p*-p)Jf\ufY 
We note that it is not entirely clear whether A^ is nonempty for general g, h and 
/. To show that A^ ^ 0, we introduce other conditions on g, f and h. 
(fl) /(0) = ll/Hoo and for some r > 0, f(x) > 0 for x 6 B(0,2r), 
(hi) h(x) >. h0 > 0 in B(0,2r), 
(gl) <?(z)»<?o>0in J3(0,2r), 
L e m m a 2.2. Suppose (fO), (fl), (gO), (gl), (hO) and (hi) hold. Then for A > 0 
in any bounded interval, there exists a i > 0 sucii that A^ ^ 0 provided a 6 (0, a%). 
P r o o f . Define, for e > 0, 
i>(x) 
щ(x) = 
(e + \x\P/(p-i))(N~r)/r' "^' ~ \\Ue(x) 
where ip £ Cg°(B(0,2r)) is such that 0 <. ip(x) ^ 1 and ip(x) s 1 on 5(0, r ) . 
Consider for t > 0, 
х(гуе) = <
р Л Ы - а С (к\ье\1-1
р* (1ЫР". 
153 
Let s„(t) = at" - abV - ctf, with a = J\(vc), b = f h\vE\'' and c = f f\ve\
p". It 
is clear that 6 > 0, c > 0. By continuous dependence of the principal eigenvalue 
on the domain, a > 0 for e > 0 small enough. Fix this e so a, b, c are fixed and 
let a vary. One easily sees that sa(t) -4 -co as t -> oo. Moreover, as b ~4 0, 
sa(t) -4- .s0(t) := ai" - ct"' in C
1 with respect to i. Let t0 be such that s0(t0) = 0 
and s0(t) > 0 for t < t0. Then s'0(t0) < 0. By C
1 convergence of sa to s0, we easily 
conclude that there exist a] > 0 and r > 0, such that if 0 < a < a,, sa(ta) = 0 
and s'a(ia) < 0 for some ta e (t0 -r,t0 + r) , that is, t„v£ € A7. This completes the 
proof. D 
Next we study the geometry of the set AT for A > 0. We will seek a critical point 
of I\ on AT. Observe that for any u 6 Ax, 
(2.4) 
Ы«) = i // '+a(ì-ì)/ft|«|« 
= £*(«)-a(i-i)/A|«|« . 
We also assume that ||M*|| = 1. 
The next lemma requires the following conditions. 
(12) ff(u+)p" < 0 . 
(1,2) fh(u+)">0. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume p > q, (ffl), (fl), (12), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2) 
iioid. Then there exist X* > X+ and a2 > 0 with a2 <. a1 ; such that for any 
A e (Q,X[), there exists a > 0, such that for any A € [A, A*) and a 6 (0,a2), we 
have J\(u) > cr||u||p for any u 6 AJT. 
P r o o f . We argue by contradiction. Suppose there exist A„, a„ and un 6 AJJ 
such that 
(2.5) a:„ -4-0, A„ -> A e [KXf], A„(«n) < - | K H P -
We explicitly note that here AT also depends on o„. Let u„ = it„/||«„||. Without 




p by compactness. We then derive by weak lower semicontinuity of the norm 
that 
0 < / |Vu„|' - A fg+\v0\" + A / f l - N " 
<. liminf ( f |V-u„|p - A„ ( g+\vn\
p + A„ ( g~\vn\
pj 
— liminf J\n(vn) <. lim — = 0. 
(2.6) 
There are two possibilities: (1) v0 = 0, and (2) v0 = kuf for some k =£ 0, and 
A = Xf. If vo = 0, it follows from (2.6) that / \Vvn\
p -> 0 and f g~\vn\
v -> 0. Thus 
vn -» 0 in V, contradicting ||t'„|| = 1. If uo = kuf for some k f- 0, and A = A+, then 
we have, by the weak convergence of?;,, to kuf and (2.6), 
Af f g+\kuf\p = j(\Vkuf\p + Xfg~\kuf[p) 
<liminf f \Vvn\
p + lirninf A„ g~\vn\
p 
< lirninf f (\Vvn\
p + \ny~\vn\~) 
= hii^A,. f g+\vn\
p = Xf f g+\kuf\p. 
It then follows that 
lirninf f \Vvn\
p = f\Vkuf\p, lirninf / (j~\vn\
p = f g~\kuf\p. 
We deduce that (passing to a subsequence if necessary) vn -> kuf strongly in V. We 
then derive from (2.3) that 
(2.7) \\un\\
p~p' JxJVn) < €zAJf\Vn\-' -> P^ZlJflkuff < o. 
This contradicts (2.6) if ||u„|| ^ 0 or J\„(un) >- 0. Suppose ||u„|| -» 0 and 
Jx„(un) < 0. It follows from (2.3) that f h\un\i < 0. That is, f h\vn\
q <_ 0, which 
contradicts (h2). This proves the lemma. D 
R e m a r k 2.4. For A g (0,Xf), conditions (f2) and (h2) are not needed because 
<h(u) >• 0 for all u. Assumptions (f2) and (h2) are introduced to compensate for the 
possibility that J\(u) is negative, 
Lemma 2.5. Assumep > q, (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2) rioirj. 
For any X 6 (0, Xf), there exist o > 0 and a* > 0 with a* <_ a-2, such that for any 
X 6 [A, A*), a € (0,a*) and u 6 A~, we have -(*{(u),u) >. g. 
P r o o f . We first claim that there exists ( > 0, independent of A, such that 
||u|| > C for all u € A~. If this were not true, then for some un € A^., Xn ' [A, A*), 
un -+ 0. Dividing (2.3) by ||u„||
p we obtain, using Lemma 2.3, 
(2.8) 0 < a < J A > „ ) < =-Zl J ftVnf . \\Un\f~' -4 0, 
a contradiction, where vn = «,,./IKII-
Now, by Young's inequality and Lemma 2.3, for any e > 0, there exists Ce > 0 
such that 
-(*'A(u),u) = (p* - P)JA(U) - a(p* -q) h\u\
q 
2 (f ~ P)o\\uF - a(p'- q)\\h\\Q • \\u\\i 
^((pt-p)a-e)e~aCc\\h\\Q
/(,""). 
The proof is complete. D 
Corollary 2.6. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.5, for any A £ (0, Aj), there 
exists a* > 0 such that A^ is a ciosed set for A £ [A, A*) provided a € (0,a*). 
3. PROOF OF EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR 1 < q < p 
Lemma 3.1. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2) hold. Then 
I\ is bounded below on A J for A 6 (0, A*) and a e (0,a*), where a* and A* are 
given in Lemma 2.5. 
P r o o f . Suppose for some un £ A~, I\(un) -> -oo. Then ||«„|| -> oo. Since 
« n € A "̂, J 7 K P * > 0 by (2.3) and Lemma 2.3. Dividing I\(un) by ||u„|p we 
obtain from (2.4) that 
^ = i / /W' '*- IKir- ' -a( i - i ) /AKI'- |Kir ' ' -*«o ) 
with vn = un/IKII- It then follows that J f\vnf • IKIP*~
P -+ N£ ^ 0. On the 
other hand, dividing 
Jx(un)= J f\unf +ajh\un\
q 
by |K||P we obtain, using Lemma 2.3, 
0 < <j ̂  J\(vn) = f f\vnf • | K i r * -
J , + a / 'A | t ) n | « - |K | |9 -
I ' - » iV€^0 , 
a contradiction. So /A is bounded below on A~. O 
Thus we can define Co = inf I\(u). 
Lemma 3.2. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2) hold. Then 
for any A e (0, A*), a 6 (0, a*), there exists a nuflimizing sequence {«„} C A J of I\ 
on A J winch converges weakly to a solution u of (l.l)\. 
P r o o f . We first show that any minimizing sequence of J\ on AJ is bounded. 
Suppose {«„} is an unbounded minimizing sequence of I\ on AA~. Dividing h(u„) 
by ||«„||5, we conclude that, since h(un) is bounded, / / l«„ l
p * • | | «„ i r ' is bounded 
by (2.4). Thus JA(«„) • ||«„||"'' is also bounded by (2.3). Let «„ = u„/| |«„||. Then 
o~ ^ J\(vn) -+ 0, a contradiction. Thus any minimizing sequence {«„} in AA is 
bounded. 
Since AA~ is a closed set by Corollary 2.6, it follows from Theorem 4.1 and Remark 
4.1 of [9] that we can replace {«„} by another minimizing sequence {zn} C AA such 
that ||«„ - z„|| < 1/n, and for any y e AA, 
(3.1) h(y) > h(zn) - i:\\y - zn\\. 
We want to show that I'\(zn) -> 0. Choose u>„ of unit norm so that 
(I'\(zn),wn)>-\\l'\(zn)\\-o(l) 
as n -> oo. It will suffice to show that 
(3.2) </i(-»),w«>-+0. 
For each n, let gn(t,s) = ^\(tzn - swn). Then o„(l,0) = 0 and 
^ = ( * A ( 2 n ) , z n > # 0 a U = l ,s = 0. 
It follows from the C1 Implicit Function Theorem that for each n, for small enough 
s, there exists tn e C
1 so that *S\(tn(s)zn - swn) = 0, i.e. tn(s)zn - swn e AA and 
(3.3) (<Z',(zn),zn)t'n(0) - (V\(zn),wn) = 0. 
Since zn is a bounded sequence, so is | |*A(2n)| |, and we then conclude from (3.3) 
and Lemma 2.5 that 
(3.4) t'n(0) is uniformly bounded in n. 
We fix n, and consider vn(s) = tn(s)zn - swn - zn. Since ||iu„|| = 1, we have 
(3.5) |K( S ) | | < |S|(1 + (|4(0) + o(l)|)||z„||) 
as s -> 0. Moreover zn e A\ gives (I'\(zn),zn) = 0,
 s o 
(3.6) h(zn)-h(tn(s)zn-swn) = (I'\(zn),-vn(s))+o(vn(s)) = (I'\(zn),swn)+o(s) 
follows from (3.5). By continuity of ($'A («),«), we have 
(*'A(*„(s)z„ - swn),tn(s)zn ~ swn) - (*'A(*„),;„> -+ 0 
as s —» 0. We then conclude from this and Lemma 3.4 that 
(<S'x(tn(s)zn - swn),tn(s)zn - swn) < 0 
for s small enough, so tn(s)zn - swn 6 AA. 
Dividing (3.6) by s and using (3.1) with y = tn(s)zn — swn and (3.5), we obtain 
| ( / A («») ,w„) |<n-
1 ( l + (K(O)I)IM) + o(l). 
Letting n -» <x> we conclude that (I'x(zn),wn) tends to zero by boundedness of zn 
and (3.4). This establishes (3.2). 
Assume now that zn -+ u weakly in V. We have, then, as in the proof of Lemma 
3.1 of [5], since I'x(zn) -+ 0, that « is a weak solution of (1.1)A, i.e., 
- A p u = \g\u\
p~2u + a/i|«|9~2« + f\uf~2u 
in V. This proves the lemma. D 
Thus we have obtained a weak solution of (1.1 )A. To show that this solution is 
nontrivial, we need some preparation. Let S be the best Sobolev constant, i.e., 
S = i n f { ^ : « e w o
l - ( R " ) \ { 0 } } , 
and So = SN^p\\f\\£~ /N. Recall the concentration-compactness principle of 
P. L. Lions ([8]). 
Proposition 3.3. Let {«„} converge weakly to u in D1'P(UN) such that \unf 
and |V«„|P converge weakly to nonnegative measures u and u on UN respectively. 
Then, tor some at most countable set J, we have 
(i) v = \uf + E"Aj - ; 
jeJ 
(ii) / O J V « P + E M A , ; 
j£J 
(iii) Svplp" < iii, 
where Xj € RA', 6Xj is the Dirac measure at Xj, and v$ and UJ are nonnegative 
constants. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2) hold. For 
A G [0, A*) and a € (0,a*), any minimizing sequence {«„.} of Ix ou A~ satisfying 
I\(un) < So either converges strongly to a solution u 6 A^, Jience u ^ 0, or converges 
weakly to a nontrivial solution u ~ A\. 
P r o o f . Let {u„} be such a minimizing sequence. We can assume without loss 
of generality that {u,,} is bounded (cf. Lemma 3.2). 
Assume that u„ -4 u weakly in V. We conclude as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 
of [5] that 
- A p u = Xg\u\
p~2u + /|«|p*~2u + ah\u\<>~2u 
in V, that is, I'x(u) = 0 and hence u G Ax-
Suppose that un -ft u strongly in V and u = 0. Then for some j , VJ given 
by Proposition 3.3 is not zero. We obtain, using the fact that J h\un\
q -+ 0 (cf. 
Proposition 2.3 of [5]), 
So > h(un) = ~J }\unf + a ( i - I ) | i t \ u n \ -
a contradiction. Here we used the facts that }(XJ)VJ = \IA and i/,- >- (Sj}(XJ))N'P, 
which follow from the proof of Proposition 2.4 of [5], This proves the lemma. D 
We need more conditions on / . Assume 
(f3) for x e B(0,2r), 
}(x)=m+0(\xn A = ^ i f 0 f c i ! , fe=^ifg<^Lzii, 
q iv - p p— 1 N - p 
(fЗ)' forжє J9(0,2r), 
}(x) = }(0)+o(\xf), å N-p 
p-1 ' 
Lemma 3.5. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (f3) or (f3)', (go), (gl), (ho) and (hi) hold. 
Then for A > 0, and e > 0 small enough, we have 
(3.7) supIx(tv?) < ±;S
N'-\\f\\{*rN)'- = So, 
v?o A 
where ve is given in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Proof. Our proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1 of [12]. Recall for e > 0, 
„ (x) _ ________) v (x) _ "«(*) 
Ue(X) (e + \x\p/^W-pyp' ™ ~ iMxjjjpT' 
where V € C§°(B(0,2r)) is such that 0 <. V(^) <. 1 and V(-) s 1 on jB(0,r). 
Calculations show that (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.6 in [5]) 
;
Ke(N(p-t)+tp)(p-l)/P
2 ̂  tft>-^, 
/jreA.C--i)/. |ine|, i f * _ £ , 
KeW-PVP2, i f i < 4 , and 
(3.9) 
- N-1 
/ |v»e|* = <̂  K's^-p)/p




In particular, we have 
(3.10) {
./_e<Jv-p)/p2) i f p > 7 ^ r , 
/ťe^-ri/p^ingl, i f p = ^ , 
tfe(/V(P-l)+p)(p--
1)/P2, i f p < 7 2 | f ) 
(3.11) j|_e|ľ=_ J Ä-ЄЯ-ІІШ-І P
2 = N, 
{ Kє(N~p)/p> P2 > N. 
_ 1 , 
K'є(N~p)/P
2, І fp>2__l 
{ K'e(N~p)/p , tip> ^ p t 
/fe(iV-_/^|lne|, i f p = 2 ^ 





(3.14) / | V ^ = J ^ = £l+0(e<"~^), 
J IKIIp" K2 
where Ki/K2 = S. 
Note that for e > 0 small enough, J\(ve) > 0, so h(tve) attains its maximum at 
some te e (0,oo) with s'(te) = 0, where s(t) = h(tve). That is, 
0 = s'(te) = t r
1 ( / ( |V^|P - \g\vc\') ~ Qtr
r J h\ve\q - tf-p J f\vef\ 
Thus, by (gl) and (hi), 
iv -p < l< -' 
/ M / k r ' 
where f(x*) = inf f(x) > 0. It then follows that te is bounded from above. We 
may also assume that te is bounded from below, otherwise h(teve) -> 0 as e —> 0. 
Now, 
(3.15) h(teve) = suph(tve) = E(e) - F(e) + V(e), 
where 
« = f/iv».r-«l/»r. 
F(e) = ^ fgyP + Jl I hv^ 
V(e) = tpj(f(0)-f(x))vf. 
The maximum of ap~ltp — 6(p*)_1ip* is achieved at t = (a/6)(w~p)/p2 for positive 
a, 6, so 
/ I 1 \ r /• i w / p p /• 1 ~N/p* i 
£(£) ^ ( J" pOtt(°)](,,-AO/' [/ i ^ n [/«?'I = ^s^n/nr'v)/p-




Assuming (f3) holds, we estimate, using the fact that te is bounded from below, 
{
^e[iV(p-,)+<,p](p-l)/p
2 : f > W(p-l) 
W-p . 
liVV(p-i)/ps|ln£|, ifg = i f c l i ; 
#£«( N-pJ/p^ i f g < ^ £ = i l . 
From (f3) we derive that for e > 0 small enough, F(e) dominates V(e). Thus we 
conclude from the above that, for e > 0 small enough and K > 0, 
{ So - Kel"b>-i)+ip}(r-i)/p
2, if q > Njf-V, 
S0-Ke
N(P-»/p2\lne\, if q = ^ ^ , 
On the other hand, assume (f3)' holds. We have 
{ A V - \ i fp
2 <iV, 
Kef-^lne], ifp2 = iV, 
Ke(N-p)/pt HpiyN. 
Since p - 1 s: (N - p)/p for p2 sC N and <S(p- l ) /p > (N - p ) / p for p2 > N by (f3)', 
F(e) dominates V(e). Again we have 
(So-KeP-1, if p2<N, 
(3.16)' JA(Me) < < 50 - JsTeP-^lnel, if p
2 = iV\ 
[ S0 - KeW-r)lr, i f p 2>jV. 
The lemma then follows. D 
Lemma 3.6. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (f3) or (f3)', (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi), (h2), 
and A and a as in Lemma 2.5. Then CQ = inf I\(u) < So-
A r 
This lemma follows from Lemma 3.5 and the fact that tevt € A^ for some te > 0 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2). Thus we have proved, via Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6, 
the existence of a nonnegative solution. The next result shows that the solution is 
actually positive. 
Proposition 3.7. Let u be a nonnegative solution of (1.1)* with q ^ p*. Then 
u>0 in RN. 
The proof is essentially as that of Lemma 4.3 of [12] and is omitted. 
Now we can state our main result. 
Theorem 3.8. Assume that (fO), (fl), (f2), (f3) or (f3)', (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi), 
and (h2) hold. Then there exist A* > Xf and a* > 0, so that the problem 
-Apu = Xg(x)\u\P~
2u + ah(x)\u\"-'2u + f(x)\uf-'2u 
has at least one positive solution in V for any X 6 [A*, A*) and a e (0, a*). 
4. T H E CASE p<q <p* AND SOME REMARKS 
For this case, the set A^ is defined as in (2.3). We first have the following result. 
Lemma 4 .1 . Assume supp / + n supp h+ contains an open set. Then A^ ^ 0 for 
A > 0 . 
P r o o f . Suppose s u p p / + nsupp/ i + contains an open set B and let tp > 0 be 
such that supp <p C B with J\ (</?) > 0. Such tp exists as explained in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2. For t > 0, we have 
$( t ( / )) = t
pJ\(<p) - of J hip'1 - tp* J ftp''*. 
Let again s(t) = aip - abf - cf", with a = J\(<p) > 0, b = f h<p'> > 0 and 
c = / /</3p* > 0. Obviously s(t) > 0 for t > 0 small and s(t) -+ — oo as t -> oo. 
Suppose s(to) = 0- Then 
S'(to) = tg-V'g"* -
 a1b - P*<*o*~') 
since p < g. That is, tov € A^. This concludes the proof. D 
R e m a r k 4.2. Note that (fl) and (hi) imply that s u p p / + n supph + contains an 
open set. So we will assume for simplicity in the sequel that (fl) and (hi) hold. We 
also note that Lemma 4.1 holds if h = 0. 
Instead of (h2), we need 
( h 2 ) ' / h | u + | « < 0 . 
,. Lemma 4.3. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2)' JioJd. Then 
there exist Af > Af and a i > 0 such that for any A € (0, A+), there exists a > 0, 
such that for any A € [A, A|) and a 6 (0,ai), J\(u) >• oi|«||p for any u 6 AJ. 
P r o o f . If the conclusion were false, there would exist An, a n and un € A J 
such that 
a n - + 0 , A n - > A 6 [A,A
+], JA„(«n) < H M |
P . 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we conclude that vn = -un/||un|| -+ ku
+ for some 
k £ 0. Then instead of (2.7) we have 
(4.1) |KirO,,>„) > '^fffKf -^j^fff\ku+f > 0, 
since p < g and f f\kutf < 0 by (f2). If ||u„|| •/* 0, then (4.1) contradicts the fact 
that J\n (vn) -» 0. If ||u„|| -> 0, (4.1) implies that J\n(vn) > 0. We then have 
(4.2) an j h\vn\" + j }\vnf -\\u4f-" = A.KHK||'-« >0. 
Note that f f\vnf • ||un||
p*-"< -»• 0 since ||u„|| -» 0. Inequality (4.2) then implies 
/ i |v» | ' > 0, contradicting (h2)'. Thus the lemma is proved. D 
R e m a r k 4.4. We point out, that Lemma 4.3 holds if h = 0. 
The reason is that instead of (4.2), we now have 
(4.2)' jf\vnf-\\un\f-* = J\n(vn)>0. 
This leads to a contradiction again. 
Lemma 4.5. Assume that (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2)' hold. 
Tien for A 6 (0, A*) and a 6 (0,ai), 
(i) I\(u) > 0 for any t i e A j , 
(ii) any minimizing sequence of I\ on A^ is uniformly bounded. 
P r o o f . We observe that, for u 6 A j , from (2.4) and Lemma 4.3, 
<4'3> . > [ s ^ K > = w ^ w * » ' -
Since a only depends on a\ and A*, the conclusions then follow directly. This com-
pletes the proof. D 
Now, by Lemma 4.5, there exists R > 0, so that for any a e (0, ai) and A € (0, A*), 
for any minimizing sequence {«„} C A^ of I\ (here I\ also depends on a), we can 
assume that, by taking a subsequence if necessary, ||un|| <. R- Define UR = {u € 
Lemma 4.6. Assume (fO), (fl), (f2), (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi) and (h2)' hold. For 
any A 6 (0, Af), there exist g > 0 and a* with a* $ a j , such that for any A £ [A, A*), 
a e (0,a*) andu 6 Â " r\U2R, -<*'x(u),u) >- Q. 
P r o o f . We first show that for some i\ > 0, depending only on a\ and A*, 
||u|| >. r\ for u G A^. Indeed, if for some u„ 6 AJ, u„ -> 0, then we have, by 
Lemma 4.3, 
0 < a < Jx(vn) = a I ft|fn|
9 • I K y - " + f f\vnf • \\un\\
p'-» -4 0, 
a contradiction, where vn — wn/ll«»ll-
Using Lemma 4.3 we get 
-(*'A(u),u) = (p* - p)J\(u) - a(p* -q) I h\u\" 
>(p*-p)Mu)-a(p*-q)\\h\\Q-\\u\\« 
> (p - P)<"f - a(p* - q)\\h\\Q(2R)" > c > 0, 
for a small enough. The lemma is proved. • 
Lemma 4.6 implies that AA n U2R is a closed set (in fact one can prove that A^ is 
a closed set). Replacing A^ by AT n U2R, and noting that any minimizing sequence 
in A^ n U2R will be a positive distance from the boundary ||u|| = 2R, we can check 
straightforwardly that the proofs of Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 remain valid. So 
we can state our result. 
Theorem 4.7. Assume that (fO), (fl), (f2), (f3) or (f3)', (gO), (gl), (hO), (hi), 
and (h2)' hold. Then there exist X* > Xf and a* > 0, such that for any A e [A+, A*) 
and a 6 (0, a*), the problem 
- A p u = Xg(x)\u\
p-2u + ah(x)\u\q-2u + /(a:)|u|p*-2u 
has at least one positive solution in V. 
R e m a r k 4.8. As we remarked earlier, for A e (0, Xf), Theorems 3.8 and 4.7 hold 
without the integral conditions (f2), (h2) and (h2)', and can be proved via Mountain 
Pass argument. Cf. [1], [2], [7] and [12]. 
R e m a r k 4.9. We note that the proofs are applicable to Dirichlet problems on 
bounded domains and similar results hold. We can also deal with 
- A p u + a(x)\uf-
2u = Xg(x)\u\p-2u + ah(x)\u\q-2u + /(z) |u |p*-2u 
in UN, where a(x) 6 L^C(R
N), a(x) >- 0. 
R e m a r k 4.10. Similarly, one can consider the negative principal eigenvalue 
Aj~ < 0 given by 
-A„u = Xg(x)\u\p~2u inUN, [g(x)\u\p < 0. 
Existence of positive solutions of (1.1)A for A < 0 can be obtained provided conditions 
similar to (f2), (h2) and (h2)' hold. 
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